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Berenberg Macro Flash 

TSIPRAS TO RESPECT TSIPRAS TO RESPECT TSIPRAS TO RESPECT TSIPRAS TO RESPECT GREECE’S GREECE’S GREECE’S GREECE’S OBLIGATIONSOBLIGATIONSOBLIGATIONSOBLIGATIONS    
Greece’s Prime Minister Tsipras wants his country to stay in the euro. In the press conference during his talks 
with Chancellor Merkel in Berlin, Tsipras openly mentioned some of the major contentious points, ranging from 
the perceived failure of the EU/IMF adjustment programme to German war reparations. But he also said that 
governments have to respect governments have to respect governments have to respect governments have to respect treaties and contracts, even if treaties and contracts, even if treaties and contracts, even if treaties and contracts, even if they do they do they do they do not liknot liknot liknot like theme theme theme them. Since tearing up memo-
randums should be inconsistent with that, this may have been an olive branch from Tsipras, maybe even a U-
turn. 
 
However, the compromise Tsipras seems to envisage could mean the worst of both worldsHowever, the compromise Tsipras seems to envisage could mean the worst of both worldsHowever, the compromise Tsipras seems to envisage could mean the worst of both worldsHowever, the compromise Tsipras seems to envisage could mean the worst of both worlds for Greek busi-
nesses. He acknowledged that the fiscal adjustments needed to be done, but in a socially fairer way. That may be 
potentially palatable for the some in the Eurozone, but it could point to even higher taxes on entrepreneurs in 
Greece, while Syriza might still restore the old inflexible labour laws and higher minimum wages. The troika will 
probably reject major parts of such a policy mix as it would undermine Greece’s potential growth and thus long-
run debt sustainability. That resistance from the “institutions” may be precisely why Tsipras is seeking “political” 
agreement, which would smooth Greece’s path past the “technical” troika assessments and unlock the Eurozone, 
IMF and ECB funding. 
 
Merkel did not say anything Merkel did not say anything Merkel did not say anything Merkel did not say anything that would suggest she will throw her political weight behind Tsipras. Merkel made 
sure to not bypass the decision process of the bail-outs, which foresees that the Eurogroup of finance ministers 
take decisions on disbursements on the basis of assessments from the troika (Merkel avoided the word and used 
the new term “three institutions”). Without approval from the troika, Greece will not get any further money and 
might have to leave the euro. Merkel repeated the official German line that the question of wartime reparations 
was politically and legally settled. 
 
Even if she wanted Even if she wanted Even if she wanted Even if she wanted to, Merkel could not wave a magto, Merkel could not wave a magto, Merkel could not wave a magto, Merkel could not wave a magic wandic wandic wandic wand and make the problems go away. Her view will 
become clear if Germany’s parliament has to vote on Greece again, which could happen on any disbursements to 
Athens in the coming weeks and would happen if Greece gets to the stage of requesting a third bail-out in June. 
Popular pressure against lending more money to Greece is growing with more than half of Germans not support-
ing Greece’s euro membership in the euro according to polls. Merkel would have to spend enormous political 
capital on convincing her parliamentarians to go against this pressure. Tsipras’s supporters may credit him with 
bringing up the criticism of the programme and the awkward reparations topic in Berlin. But whether that out-
weigh the reality that the new government continues to achieve little to nothing in the negotiations is an open 
question which will come to a head when Greece’s parliament will have to vote on new reforms and austerity 
measures. 
 
CHINA: FURTHER SLOWDOWNCHINA: FURTHER SLOWDOWNCHINA: FURTHER SLOWDOWNCHINA: FURTHER SLOWDOWN    
A renewed drop in the HSBC China manufacturing PMI in March does not bode well for the momentum of the 
Chinese economy. After weak hard data for January and February, with investment growth falling to its lowest 
rate in 15 years, the manufacturing PMI fell from 50.7 to 49.2, its lowest level since April last year, formally con-
sistent with a slight decline of activity. Cheap oil and a firming recovery in Europe, a very important export mar-
ket, do not seem to feed through positively, which suggests that the domestic economy and potentially exchange 
rate effects are dragging on growth. The slowdown makes additional stimulus in the form of monetary easing and 
additional public investment more likely to reach the 7% growth target for 2015. 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is 

not a financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhan-

delsgesetz), no investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim 

completeness regarding the information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regard-

ed as a substitute for the recipient’s procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The 

message may include certain descriptions, statements, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential devel-

opment based on assumptions, which may turn out to be incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no 

liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of any kind arising out of the use of this 

message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our website or con-

tact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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